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Analytica.l performance analysis on Direction-Of-Arrival (DOA) estimation al-
gorithms has attracted much excellent research in recent years, various statistical 
properties have been revealed. However, in most of these analyses, insights of the 
performance were masked because of the involvement of singular values and singular 
vectors which depend on the character of the algorithms and data structures in a 
complex and nonlinear manner. 
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In this thesis, we present a performance analysis of several subspace-based DOA 
estimation algorithms. Compact formulas of Mean-Squared DOA estimation Error 
(MSE) for different algorithms are first developed. The analysis is then extended to 
beamspace, forward-backward averaging and spatial smoothing schemes. 
All the statistics of these algorithms are expressed in terms of physical param-
eters which reveal the relations between array structures and performance of DOA 
estimation. 
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PREFACE 
This work started in early 1991 when I first read Dr. Fu Li's dissertation 
on unified performance analysis of subspace DOA estimation algorithms. My first 
goa.l was to analyze the impact of signal correlation on the performance of the 
DOA estirnation. After observing that an important parameter 11,8kll 2 (Chapter 
:1. Sectio11 III.:l.il) in our performance formula, was just the diagonal element of 
signa.l covariance matrix, we realized that all performance analysis could possibly 
be expressed in terms of physical parameters. 
Under the guidance of Dr. Fu Li, we continued our work with this in mind and 
finislwcl our papers in the summer of 1991 [1] [2]. This research was then extended to 
beamspacP procf'ssing [:3] [4], forward-backward averaging [5] and spatial smoothing 
analysis wbicli arc co\·ered in this thesis. The continuation of this work on seismic 
signa.l processing ancl detection problem is reported in our latest papers [6]. 
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This thesis addresses an aspect of the general problem of arrival time estima-
tion at an array of sensors of a sequence of wavefronts emitted at physically distinct 
locations. Our interest is in direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation. 
Previous work in performance analysis was based on secondary parameters, 
parameters which depend on the specifics of the particular data trials, making com-
parison of distinct algorithms difficult. We here express the DOA statistics in terms 
of fundamental para.meters which are independent of the particular data structures 
and allow us to observe direct relations between processing performance and signal 
n1easuremen 1 con di Lions. 
!Vlajor results include the following: unified performance analysis of element 
space DO A estimation algorithms: unified performance analysis of beamspace DOA 
estimation algorithms: and the effects of forward-backward averaging and spatial 
smoothing on the performance of DOA estimation. 
1.1 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
The thesis is organized as follow: 
• Chapter I: General introduction. 
• Chapter II: Review of the DOA estimation problem and DOA estimation al-
gorithms. 
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• Chapter III: Review of subspace perturbation theory and the unified statistical 
perform an cf' analysis. Develop unified formula for the statistics of element-
space DOA estimation algorithms using physical parameters. 
• Chapin IV: Lxtcndsion of the analysis to the beamspace DOA estimation 
problem. 
• Chapter V: Performance analysis of DOA estimation algorithms using forward-
backward averappd data. 
• Chapter \"I: Performance analysis of DOA estimation algorithms using spa-
t.ially smoot lwd data. 
• Chapt.er VI[: Conclusion. 
1.2 NOMENCLATURE 
l\Iatrix Opcratio11: 
(·J'f' = transpose of matrix(·) 
(·t = colllplex-conjugate of matrix(·) 
( ·) 11 = corn pl ex-conjugate transpose of matrix ( ·) 
e{,1 = (0 · · · 1···0), 1 in the k-th position 
At = pseudo-inverse of a full-rank matrix A; At= (AH A)- 1 AH 
I = identity matrix 
J = pennntal ion matrix, J = ( : : ) 
(-)(i,j) =the i,j-t.li clelllent of matrix(·) 
Tr(·) = thC' trace of matrix ( ·) 
Im(·) = imaginary part of matrix ( ·) 
Re(·) = real part of matrix ( ·) 
E(-) - the expectation of matrix ( ·) 
AT = the matrix A with the first row deleted 
Al = the matrix A with the last row deleted 
~(·) = perturbed quantity of(·) 





signal matrix S 
noise matrix N 
(s(l), · · ·, s(M)) 
(n(l), · · ·, n(M)) 
data observed from sensor array Y 
R = covariance matrix of data 
(y(l), · · ·, y(M)) 
a( t1) = steering vector determined by array geometry 
A = array manifold A = (a(t11 ), · · ·, a(t1p )) 
~' U, V = singular values, left- and right- singular vectors 
3 
~s, Us, Vs= 
~o, Uo, Vo= 
ns 
signal singular values, signal left- and right- singular vectors 
noise singular values, signal left- and right- singular vectors 










orthogonal-subspace !10 = I-A(AH A)- 1AH 
signal covariance 
direction-of-arrival plane-wave signal 
power of observation noise 
power of source 
correlation coefficient between signals 
)
. 2rrd . e "Tc"" smBk 
(:1 ADJ 
CHAPTER II 
DOA ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS 
II.l INTRODUCTION 
l\'1USIC [7] and IVIin-Norm [8] are subspace-based DOA estimation algorithms 
which utilize the orthogonality property between the signal and orthogonal sub-
spaces. Both of them locate the DOAs by searching for zeros of the null-spectrum. 
When a uniform line array is used, Root-MUSIC and Min-Norm can be employed 
for DOA estimation by searching for the roots of polynomial. 
Subspace Rotation [9] (such as State-Space Realization (TAM) [10], ESPRIT 
[11]) is method for DO A estimation which exploit the rotation invariant property 
of two subarrays. No searching is involved in these methods, and therefore the 
computational requirements are less. 
In this chapter, we first give the data model for the DOA estimation problem 
and then introduce the concept of subspace decomposition. Then, the subspace 
algorithms proposed in the last decade for the problem of estimating directions of 
arrival (DOA) will be reviewed briefly. 
II.2 DOA ESTIMATION PROBLEM FORMULATION 
\Ve consider P plane waves simultaneously incident on an array of L sensors 
(Figure 1). The emitter signals are assumed to be narrowband. The propagation 
time across the array is small compared to the time variations of the amplitude and 
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phase modulation of the carrier frequency. Thus the propagation of a wavefront 
between sensor elements is modeled as a simple phase delay. For the purpose of 
comparison, we will generally use a uniform line array geometry; other geometries 
will be specified in different places. 
The signal arriving at the i- th sensor at time t is 
p 
y;(t) = 2....:: ej2;:cdsinek(i-l)sk(t) 
k=l 





·2rrd · = eJ-rc(t-l)sine1 (1) 
where sk(t) is the k-th narrowband signal (with center wavelength Ac) arriving at 
angle fh, and d is the spacing between adjacent sensors. The signals arriving at all 
the sensors at time t are 
y(t) = 
or in vector form, 
1 
j 2rrd . e -rc sme1 








y(t) ~ ( a(B1 ) ... a(Op)) s(t) ~f A(B)s(t) 
where A(B) and a(B) (steering vector) represent the array characteristics. Take M 
snapshots of the signal to from a data matrix as 
y = ( Y1;l) 
YL(l) 
· · Y1(M) ) 
. . . YL(~) = A(O) ( s(l) ... s(M) ) . (2) 
The localization problem is to estimate the DOAs (01 , · · ·, Op) from the 
array output Y. To solve this problem, we make the following assumptions regarding 
the array, the signals and the noise: 
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Al: The number of signa.ls is known and is smaller than the number of sensors, 
namely, P < L. 
A2: Every set of P steering vectors is linearly independent. 
A3: The noise is circular, stationary and ergodic, complex valued Gaussian pro-
cess with zero mean and covariance matrix E(NNH) = o-~MI. The circular 
property imply that E(NNT) = O. 
11.3 SUBSPACE DECOMPOSITION 
The subspace decomposition can be performed on the data matrix Y by a 
singular value decomposition (SYD), or on the covariance matrix R = yyH by an 
eigenvalue decomposition. The subspace decomposition using SYD on the direct 
data matrix Y is as follows (Figure 2): 
y = U~VH = ( Us Uo ) ( ~s ~ ) ( ~~ ) 
where Us a.re the singular vectors ( L x P matrix) associated with the P non-zero 
singular values, while U 0 a.re the singular vectors (L x L -P matrix) associated 
with the zero singular values. The singular vectors are assumed normalized so that 
UHU = I. Subspace algorithms are based on two important properties of the 
subspaces: 
• The vectors in Us span the signal su bspa.ce which is defined as the span of the 
columns of the array manifold matrix A( B). The signal subspace projection 
matrix can be calculated by 
H ( H )-l H f2s =Us Us =A A A A 
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• The vectors in U 0 span the orthogonal subspace 1 which is the orthogonal 
complement of the array manifold. This orthogonality between the orthogonal-
subspace and array manifold can be expressed as 
a(Bk)HU 0 = 0, k = 1, ... , P. (3) 
or 
a(ek)Hno = O, k = 1, ... ,P. (4) 
where 
no= UoU~ =I - Os 
is the orthogonal subspace projection matrix. 
The above properties hold for arbitrary array geometry where the entry in 
the i-th row and k-th column (corresponding to sensor located at [xi, Yi]) of A(O) 
can be written as 
·27r • 
a1( Bk) = elT(x, smBk+Yi cos Bk) 
As shown in [1:2], the orthogona.l-subspace obtained from an eigenvalue decompo-
sition of the covariance matrix and the orthogonal-subspace from a singular value 
decomposition of the direct da.ta matrix are the same. In this work, all the algo-
rithms used will be based on direct-data for analytical simplicity. The direct-data 
algorithms will have the same performance as the covariance-based algorithms, with 
perhaps slightly better numerical properties. One reason that the direct-data algo-
rithm might not be often used in practice is that the dimensions of the matrices grow 
1The term "noise-subspace" has been previously used to describe what we call the orthogonal 
subspace. Since this subspace is the orthogonal complement of the signal subspace, and since it is 
well defined whether or not any noise is present in the problem, we believe the term "orthogonal-
subspace" is more appropriate. 
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with the data. length, while the covariance matrix has fixed dimensions. However, 
for the purpose of analysis, the direct-data algorithm is much easier to deal with. 
II.4 SlTBSPACE-BASED DOA ESTIMATION METHODS 
II.4.1 MUSIC 
IVIUSIC performs a one-dimensional search for the P zeros over () of the 
null-spectrum 
PMu(O) = a(O)HUoU~a(O) = a(O)Hn0 a(O) (5) 
In the noise-free case. P1,w(O) reaches zeros a.t the true DOAs. When the data is 
corrupted by noise, the P minimums of the null-spectrum are regarded as the DOA 
estimated. 
In this and future equations, the symbol () without a subscript is a scalar 
va.ria.ble which represents a. possible direction of arrival, while the subscripted symbol 
fh, k = 1, · · ·, P refers to the actual directions of arrival in the noise-free data. 
II.4.2 lVIin-Norrn 
For uniform line array, Min-Norm searches the roots of polynomial 
L-1 
a( z- 1 )Td = IT ( 1 - r;z- 1 ) where 
i=: l 
noel 
c ~rUc= 112 d = Uo~ - 0 llnoe1 (6) 
cH = e{1U0 which is the first row of U 0 a.ncl z ~ ej¥fsinB. The P roots which have 
largest a.rnplitucles a.re chosen a.s the signal-roots a.nd the rest are regarded as noise 
roots. 
For arbitrary array geometry, the Min-Norm algorithm [13] searches for the 
P zeros over 0 of the null-spectrum 
PMN(O) = a(O)H ddH a(fJ). (7) 
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In this case, lVIin-Norm can be treated as a Weighted MUSIC where the null-
spectrum can be defined as 
PMN(B) = a(B)HU0 WU~ a(B) (8) 
where W = I for MUSIC and W = ccH for Min-Norm. 
II.4.3 Root-MUSIC Algorithm 
\Vhen a uniform line array is used, Root-MUSIC forms and roots the null-
spectrum polynomial 
L-1 
PRJ11 (z) = a(z- 1 fU0U~a(z) =A IT (1- r;z- 1 )(1-riz). (9) 
i=l 
The polynomial Pm.t(z) has 2(1-1) roots. But unlike Min-Norm, Root-MUSIC 
always chooses the P roots with largest amplitudes inside the unit-circle. This 
choice results in a bias in the radial direction of the estimated roots since when 
white observation noise is present the signal-roots will be perturbed inside and 
outside the unit-circle. However, DOA estimates are only functions of the angles 
of the roots, not the radii. Thus the radial bias does not affect the DOA estimates 
obtained by Root-lVIUSIC. 
II.4.4 Subspace Rotation Methods 
State-Space Realization [10] and ESPRIT [11] are two typical Subspace Ro-
tation DOA estimation methods among others. The basic assumption here is that 
the array manifold has the shift invariant property: 










el>:;:- sine p 
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which contains the DOA information. This property can be found in a uniform 
linear arra.y or using a.rray composed of matched sensor doublets. 
Since Us and A has the same span, if we choose <I> = Us W (Wis a nonsin-
I 
gular P x P matrix which could be fixed or data dependent. For example, W = :EJ 
for SSR a.nd I for ESPRIT), then we ha.ve the relation 
cl> TF = <f>l (11) 
where Fis similar t.o D 
F = LDL-1 . 
So by uniquely solving 
F = <I> rt cJ>l (12) 
the eigenvalues of F a.re the sa.me a.s tha.t of D which can be used for the DOA 
estimation. 










Early study on performance of DOA estimation algorithms were based on 
simulations. which did not provide the insight of the performance. Pioneered by 
Ka.veh and Ba.rabell [14], analytical performance evaluation has attracted much ex-
cellent research. (see [9, l.S, lG, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] among many others), various 
statistical properties have been revealed. However, the following limitations occur 
in the performance study: ( 1) the use of singular values and singular vectors which 
are nonlinear functions of either the algorithms or data structures. (2) analyz-
ing individual algorithms, ma.king comparison with different methods difficult; (3) 
assuming unbounded data sets are available (even in analyzing finite data effect in-
duced by observation noise). which may not be a realistic assumption; (4) involving 
complicated mathematics and statistics, thus resulting in untractable expressions; 
By expressing the subspace perturbation in terms of data perturbation us-
ing first order linear approximation, Li and Vaccaro[l2, 23, 24, 25, 26] developed a 
performance analysis of the subspace processing algorithms in a unified, and self-
containecl fashion. The analysis was based on bounded data measurements. The 
common models they established successfully overcome the second and third limi-
tation listed. 
Unfortunately, like most of the previous performance analysis, the formulas 
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they developed for the statistics of DOA estimation were expressed in terms of 
unperturbed data. para.meter such as the singular vectors and singular values. These 
singular vectors and singular values are derived from the original data via nonlinear 
mathematical transformation, and are data-trial dependent. The relations between 
DOAs and source separations and coherence, numbers of sensors and snapshots are 
not revealed explicitly, rather are contained only in numerical plots. So the ultimate 
goal is to express the DOA error statistics in terms of fundmental parameters such as 
array manifold, signal covariance, and number of the snapshots and sensors, rather 
than da.ta.-tria.l dependent singular values and vectors. 
In this chapter, we develop a unified performance analysis. 
111.2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 
In this section, we briefly review the subspace perturbation theory developed 
Li and Vaccaro [2::>]. The performance a.na.lysis of DOA estimation algorithms using 
this theory was introduced afterwards. 
III.2.1 Perturbation of Subspaces 
Various data perturbations are always present in practice which results in 
the perturbation of estimated subspaces. The perturbed data matrix can be written 
a.s 
Y = Y + 6 Y = Y + N + tlAS. 
\Vhere N is the observation noise and tlA is the sensor error. The subspace decom-
position of perturbed data. by SVD is 
y = ut-VH = (Us Uo) ( ts 0 ~o) ( t~ ) . (13) 
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We can now write 
V 0 = U 0 + ~U0 , and Us= Us+ ~Us (14) 
where .6. U 0 and .6. Us are the perturbations in the estimated orthogonal- and signal-
subspaces. At high SNR (small perturbations), a first-order perturbation expansion 
can be used to get a linear approximation to the perturbed subspaces. 
Lemma III.I The perturbed orthogonal subspace is spanned by U 0 + UsQ and the per-
turbed signal-subspace is spanned by Us + U 0 P, where P and Q are matrices whose 
norms are of the order of /1.6. Yll- The matrix norm can be any submultiplicative 
norm such as the E-uclidean 2-norm or the Frobenius norm. 
Proof: See [27, 28]. 
\iVe now proceed to derive an explicit expression for the matrix Q which is 
valid up to first-order. From 
-H- - -H 
Uo Y =:Ea Vo. (15) 
Using (14) and the fact that 't 0 = .6.:E 0 (since the noise-free value of :E 0 is :E 0 = 0) 
and V 0 + VsQ where Q is of the order of .6. Y, (15) can be written as 
(Uo + u sQ)H (Y + .6. Y) = .6.:Eo(V 0 + VsQ)H. (16) 
By neglecting second order terms and using the fa.ct that U.;1"Y = 0, we get 
Q = -:E-tyH .6. yHU s s 0 (17) 
where we introduce the symbol"=" to mean "equal up to first-order terms." Finally 
.6.Uo = UsQ = -Us:E_; 1V~ .6. YHU 0 • (18) 
'vVe emphasize the fa.ct that ( 18) is a general first-order expression for the perturba-
tion of the orthogonal-subspace clue to perturbations in the data matrix regardless 
--------i 
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of the source of those perturbations. The expression for ~ U 0 can be used to an-
alyze the performance of any algorithm which estimates the orthogonal-subspace 
from data. 
Using the orthogonality between the perturbed orthogonal- and signal- sub-
spaces, we have 
U~Us =(Vo+ UsQ)H (Us+ UoP) = 0. (19) 
Using the orthonormal property of unperturbed subspaces, the above equation re-
duces to 
p = -QH. (20) 
Thus we have 
.6.Us ~ UoP = U0U:t:::.YVs~_; 1 . (21) 
III.2.2 Performance of Extrema-Searching Algorithms 
A common model for the null spectrum function associated with MUSIC and 
Min-Norm searching algorithms can be written as 
P(O, Vo)= a(O)HUowu:a(O) 
where the weighting matrix W equals I for MUSIC and W = ccH for Min-Norm, 
and 0 is a scalar variable which represents a possible direction of arrival. Then by 
(3) 
P(Ok, U 0 ) = O for k = 1, · · ·, K. (22) 
Step l. Approximate the derivative of the null-spectrum function using the first two 
terms in its Taylor series expansion a.bout the true angles of arrival at high SNR 
8P(fhJJ 0 ) = 8P(Ok, Vo) + 82 p~~: Uo) f::::.Ok , k = 1, · · ·, K. (23) 
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Since the left-hand side of the above equation is zero, we can solve for 6.fh from 
(23) as follows 
8P(ih,Vo) 




Step 2. Substitute U0 = V 0 + 6. U 0 and W = W + 6. W into (24) and approxi-
mate (24) by first-order perturbation expressions in 6. U 0 • After some lengthy but 
straightforward derivation [12], we obtain 
e Re[-a(Bk)H6.U0WV~a(ll(Bk)] 6. k - -------.....,..-,----
- - a(Il( Bk)HU
0 
WU~ a(ll(Bk) . 
We now substitute ( 18) into (25) to get 
6.B = Im[ja(Bk)HVs:E,;-1 V~ 6. YHV 0 WU~ a(1l(Bk)J. 
k a(ll(Bk)HU 0 WU~ a(ll(Bk) 
To simplify notation, we define the vectors 
and the sea.Jar 
Then we have 
erk= jU"WU~a(ll(Bk) and /3k = Vs:E:; 1 U~a(Bk) 
/k = a(ll(ek)HU 0 WU~ a(ll(ek)· 
6.fh = Im[/3f 6. yH cxk] 
/k 




A common spectral polynomial for Min-Norm and Root-MUSIC (also Pis-
arenko's method) can be written a.s 
L-1 
P(z) = a(z- 1 fU0WU~a(z) =A IT (1 - riz- 1 )(1 - riz) (28) 
i=l 
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where the weighting matrix W is the same as in extrema-search algorithm and A 
is a scaling factor A equa.ls 1 for Min-Norm and (ftl~IP) for MUSIC and h is the 
coefficient vector (with first element of unity) for the polynomial H(z). H(z) is the 
causal spectral factor of P(z), namely, P(z) = H(z)H(z- 1 )*. 
Step l. Take the derivative of P(z, r) over z, substituter= r + !:lr into aPJ;·r) and 
evaluate it at z = rk. The first-order terms yields 




Step 2. Take the derivative of P(z, U0 ) with respect to z, substitute U0 = V 0 +.6V0 
and W = W + .6 W into &P(~~Uo) and evaluate it at z = 'k· The first-order terms 
yields 
DP(::. U,,) lz=rk = -2jrkf m[rZa(rk)H !:lVo WV~ a(ll(rk)). (30) 
Step 3. Equate (29) and (30), we obtain 
.6r. 
2jArjJm(-k )G(rk) = -2jrkf m[rZa(rk)H !:lV0 WV~ a(ll(rk)). (31) 
rk 
Using rz = rJ; 1 and angle-root relation given in [20] 
.60k = C\Im[.6rk] = Ck -I m[rJ;
1 
a(rk)H .6 Vo WV~ a(ll(rk)) 
rk AG(rk) 
(32) 
where ck= ·~ /c ·O . Substitute (18) into (32) to obtain 
7r co~ k 
AO _ Im[Ckr/; 1 a(rk)HV s~; 1 V1j .6 YHV 0 WV~ a(ll (rk)] ( ) 
L...l. k - . 33 
AG(rk) 
If we define 
O'k = U.,.\VU~1 a(ll(rk)Ckr/; 1 and f3k = Vs~_;- 1 U~ a(rk) 
then (33) can be simplified as 
6.fh = Im[,8.f !::,. yH ak] 
AG(rk) 
III.2.4 Performance of Subspace-Rotation Algorithms 





where <J>l and cl> 1 for uniform line array are the first L - 1 rows and last L - 1 rows, 
respectively, of matrix cl> 
<I>= UsW. (36) 
The weighting matrix W can be specialized for different Matrix-Shifting algorithms: 
I 
W = ~J for SSR, W = I for ESPRIT. This type of weighting matrices for SSR and 
ESPRIT was first used in [9]. Since the true and estimated signal roots (eigenvalues 
of F or elements in diagonal matrix D) a.re identical for SSR and ESPRIT through 
a similarity transform, so their statistical performances are identical too. 
Step 1. Calculate the perturbation of the transition matrix 6.F due to data pertur-
bations. We have 
(cf>l + t::,.cf>I )(F + 6.F) = (cI>r + t::,.<J>T). (37) 
Cancel <J>l F and <I> l as (35) and neglect the second-order term <J>l !::,.F to obtain 
6.F = <I>it (<I> T _ <J>l F). 
Step 2. Cakula.t.e the first-order perturbation of the eigenvalues of F due to 6.F is 
[29] 
' t 
.0,,\1. = v1..0,Fu1.: = v1.:cI> 1T(cI> 1 - cI> 1F)uk = v1.:<I> 1 (<J>f ->.k<I>1)uk (38) 
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Cklm[vkw-1u;t (t:::..U!>.; 1 - t:::..U!)Wuk)· 
Substitute (21) into (39), we get 
(39) 
!:::..Ok = Irn[Ckvk w- 1 u; t (U!>.; 1 - U~)U~ !:::.. YVs:E; 1 Wuk]· ( 40) 
Define a{[= Ckvkw-1u;t (U!>.;1 - u;)u~ and f3k = Vs:E;1Wuk, we obtain 
!:::..Ok = lm[/3{! !:::.. yH ak]· 
III.2.5 Statistical Performance of DOA Estimation 
The general expression for perturbation of DOA estimate is 
!:::..Ok = Im[o:f !:::.. Y f3k] 
/k 
where the parameters 01,-, /31.c. and /k are given in Table I. 
(41) 
( 42) 
Since we have used a first-order perturbation analysis in which the element 
of data perturbation !:::.. Y is assumed to be iid and of zero mean, the predicted bias 
of an estimated direction of arrival is zero. 
The mean-squared error of an estimated direction of arrival is given by 




The right-hand side of the above equation is a function of the perturbation matrix 
!:::.. Y. Very oft.ell this perturbation is due to the noise matirx N which is an uncor-
related circular ra.11clom variables with equal variances <7~/2 (for real and imaginary 
part respectively), then (see [12]) 
EN(flfh) 2 
E[l,BfNH o:kl 2 ] 
21~ 
IJak 112IJ,Bk11 2 o-; 
•) 2 
~lk 
Several analytical conclusion can be observed: 
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( 44) 
• Using the Schwarz inequality, we can see the mean-squared error of the Min-
Norm Algorithm is bounded below by that of MUSIC. 
• Using L'Hospital's rule, we can see that the mean-squared error of the extrema-
searching approach is identical to that of the polynomial-rooting approach if 
the sources are distinct in the spectrum. 
• Using a similarity transformation, we can see that State-Space Realization and 
ESPRIT have identical performance when a uniform line array is used. 
III.3 PERFORJVIANCE ANALYSIS USING PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 
As discussed earlier on, these parameters in Table I are in forms of unper-
turbed singular values, and left- and right- singular vectors, and these singular values 
and vectors obtained from highly nonlinear transformation, namely, SVD prevent 
us from seeing the contributions from the real factors, such as source separations 
and signa.l coherence, numbers of sensors and snapshots, thus offers little insight for 
design. In this chapter we will significantly improve the performance analysis by 
making unification of those parameters and further simplification of MSE expression 
to remove the data-dependent singular values and vectors. In what follows, we will 
analyze first Subspace-Rotation (State-Space Realization and ESPRIT), and then 
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Min-Norm and MUSIC. For MUSIC and Min-Norm, we have shown that extrema-
searching approach and polynomial approach have the identical performance, there-
fore we will only shmv the derivation of extrema-searching approach. 
Before proceed further, it is very useful to distinguish the physical parameters 
which are indepenclen t of cl a.ta. rea.liza.tion (trials) 
1. Number of sensors L (embedded in A) 
2. Number of snapshots !11 
3. Source separation Ok - O; (embedded in A) 
4. Source covariance Rs 
5. Array Manifold A 
6. Signal-Subspace ns = A(A H A)- 1 AH 
7. Orthogonal-Subspace no =I - A(A H A)- 1 AH 
8. Noise power er~ 
and the indirect parameters which are dependent to data realization and decompo-
sition 
1. Singular values :Es 
2. Left Singular vectors Us 
3. Right Singular vectors Vs. 
The physical parameters are desired for the final expression. Indirect parameters 
are not needed for the final expression. 
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III.3.1 Subspace-Rotation Method 
The subspace shift-invariance relation can be expressed as 
A 1D =Ai (45) 
while in general «I> = Us W, and the eigenvalues of transition matrix F give the 
information of DOA, thus F is similar to D 
F = LDL-1 ( 46) 
where Lis eigenvector matrix of F. Substitute (36) and (46) into (35), we get 
(UsW) 1LDL-l = (UsW)i 
or 
(UsWL)!D = (UsWL)i. ( 47) 
Compare (47) with (45), we have 
A= UsWL ( 48) 
so that 
L = w- 1uH A. 
s ( 49) 
Also it is ea.sy to verify that the inverse of L can take the form of 
L- 1 = RsAHUs:E_; 1W. (50) 
From the derivation in Appendix A, we can get the simplified MSE expression for 
Subspace-Rotation a.lgori thms 





a(1)(8k)ll 2 (51) 
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where erk = 11 ~: 11 and 
aft= Ckef(Art1r -A1t11) (52) 
as defined in Appendix A 
We now have the following observations: 
1. ak and f3k are independent of W and thus are irrelevant to the algorithm 
(either SSR or ESPRIT) used. In other words, SSR and ESPRIT both have 
the same performance in mean-squared error sense, this agrees with [23, 30). 
2. f3k for SSR and ESPRIT is the same as f3k of MUSIC and Min-Norm. This is 
the further unification of the mean-squared error expression. 
III.3.2 Min-Norm 
In Min-Norm algorithm 
_ c U 0 e c-----
- l/cl/2 - jjeH!1ol/2 
(53) 
where e = [ 1 0 · · · 0 ] H, and cH is the first row of U 0 • We can now express <Xk 
in Table I as 




Take norm-square of ak 
1Jakll2 
a(ll( Ok)H noeeHnoeeH noa(ll(Ok) 
lleH!1oll8 
( eH noe )[a(ll( Ok)H noeeHnoa(ll(th )] 
lleH!1oll8 













and '"'/k in Table I is 




lleHnoa(ll(th)ll2 = llo:kll211eHnoll2· 
'"'/k = lleHf2oll 4 
(58) 




a(l)(Bk)ll 2 (59) 
Now introducing a. new vector e 
noe 
e = lleHf!oll 
(60) 






a(l)( Bk)l 12 (61) 
III.3.3 MUSIC 
For MUSIC, it is rather straightforward to get 
O'.k = )UoU~a(ll(Bk) = ]Ooa(ll(Bk) (62) 
and 
/k = a( 1l((ht UaU~ aOl(Bk) = a(ll(Bk)H f!oa(ll(Bk) (63) 
thus we ha.ve 
/k = llOaa(ll(ek)ll 2 = llo:kll2· (64) 
The expression of mean-squared error is 
2 ll,Bkll2a-; . 
E:::,.y(.6.fh) = 211n
0
a(ll(Bk)ll 2 (65) 
III.3.4 Simplification of 11,Bk 112 
For the unperturbed data Y 
y =AS= Us:EsVs 






where Rs ~ ssH is the estimate signal covariance matrix. The generalized inverse 
of R is 
:Rt= AHtfl-1At = u :E-2uH s s s s • (68) 
Now we can get 
VH:E-lUHA=VH:E UHU :E-2UHA=SHAHfltA 





(VH:E-lUH A)H(VH:E-lUH A)= :R-1ggHfl-l = :R-1ggHfl-l = :R-1 (70) s s s s s s s s s s s· 
Since Pk is the k-th column of V~:E_;- 1 u~ A, 11,Bkl 12 = ,Bf! !A is the k-th diagonal 
element of R_;- 1 . 
The relationship between the true and estimated covariance matrices of the 
source signals is 
A1 1 
H l"' H A 
Rs= £ 5 (ss ) = Af ~ £ 5 (smsm) = MEs(Rs) 
m=l 
(71) 
here Es(·) is the expectation with respect to the random variable (signal) s. If we 
assume the source signals are ergotic such that 
1 M 1 A 
Rs= lim - L SmS~ = lim MRs. 
M-+oo J\.f M-+oo 
m=l 
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We now define 
1 A 
.6.Rs = .M Rs - Rs (72) 
and 
1 A 1 
Es(6.Rs) = 111Es(Rs) - Rs= MMRs - Rs= 0. 
Using (72), we can express the Rs as 
Rs = Jl1Rs(l - R:;- 16.Rs)· (73) 
Assuming 
llR:;- 1.6.Rsll < 1 (74) 
then the R_;- 1 can be written as 
A 1 
R- 1 = -R-1 [I+ R-1 .6.R - (R-16.R )2 + · · ·] s Jl!fs s s s s · (75) 
If we take the expectation of (75) 
A 1 
Es(R; 1 ) = 111R; 1[I + R; 1 Es(6.Rs) - Es(R;16.Rs)2 + .. ·] 
1 
.MR; 1[I- Es(R; 16.Rs)2 + .. ·]. (76) 
Because of (74), we can drop the second- and higher- order terms of (76). So to the 
first-order 
A 1 
E (R- 1 ) ~ -R-1 s s Jl1s· 
III.3.5 Final Expression for MSE 
Denoting Rs(k, k) = e{!R; 1ek, we get our final expression 





where /k is specified in Ta.ble II, and E[·l·J is conditional expectation. 
Notice that since no = I - A(A H A)- 1 AH so that no is an fundamental 
parameters, unlike U 0 which is indirect parameter from SVD. 
An alternative expression which has some advantages in comparison is 
R:;1(k, k)O"; 
E(6.fh)2 = 2ll1[a(ll(Bk)Hnownoa(l)(lh)] 
(79) 
where weighting matrix W can be specified for different algorithms as in Table III. 
Lemma III.2 Given I IWI I = 1, la(ll(ek)H no wnoa(ll( ek)I reaches maximum when 
W = I. This means MUSIC has the least MSE compared with Min-Norm and 
Subspace-Rotation. 
Proof: Using Ca.uchy-Schwa.rz inequality, we have 
la(ll(fh)H no \VnoaOl(Ok)I :S: lla(ll(Ok)H noll · llWnoa(ll(Ok)ll· (80) 
Using submultiplicative property of matrix norm 
lla{ll(ektnoll · llWnoa(ll(Ok)ll 
< lla(ll(ek)Hnoll · llWll · llnoa(ll(ek)il 
la(llUht nonoa(ll(Bk)I · llWll (81) 
since llWll = 1 
la(ll(Ok)H nonoa(ll(ek)I ~ la(ll(ek)H no Wnoa(ll(ek)I. (82) 
0 
Table III shows that 1IW11 = 1 for a.11 the algorithms, this concludes that 
MUSIC has smaller mean-squared error than all other algorithms mentioned. This 
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result is a general combination of the previous results on comparison of MUSIC and 
Min-Norm [31, 12] and on comparison of MUSIC and ESPRIT [9]. 
III.4 OBSERVATIONS 
It is obvious that (78) and Table II (or (79) and Table III) have significant 
advantages over ( 44) and Table I. For instance, the factors which contribute to 
mean-squared error are explicitly decoupled. The contribution of the source signals 
is in R:;- 1 (k, k), the contribution of the number of snapshots is M, the contributions 
of the number of sensors and source separations are in /k· This advantage will 
enable us to study the relationship between the mean-squared error performance 
and various contributing factors as shown in in what follows. 
III.4.1 The Effect. of Number of Snapshots 
From ( 78) we can see that R_;- 1 and the norm-square term in denominator 
are not the functions of NI, the mean-square error of DOA estimation is inversely 
proportiona.l to the number of snapshots. (78) also tells us that M contributes all 
algorithms equally. 
III.4.2 The Effect of Signal Coherence 
Source coherence alway exist which degrades the performance of subspace 
based DOA estimation. The analysis proposed in this paper allow us to investigate 
the the effect of source coherence to mean-squared estimation error. Now consider 
the case of existing two coherent sources with the power of 0-;1 and 0-;2 , respectively, 








po-s 1 O'" s2 
2 
O'" s2 )· 
The inverse of Rs is 
1 




Substitute (83) into (78), we can get 
E(t::.Bk) 2 = 
0"2 
n 
2.M a-;k(l - IPl 2 hk 
1 







for k = 1, 2 (84) 
where u,k is the signal-to-noise ratio. \Ve can see that the mean-squared error 
Un 
increases as the source correlation (coefficient p) increases. When p approaches to 1 
(highly correlated), the mean-squared error increases very rapidly. When the signal 
is fully correlated i.e., coherent (p = 1), the mean-squared error becomes infinity, in 
other words, the a.lgorithm fails. Similar derivations can provide us with the mean-
square error versus source correlation relationship for the cases existing more than 
two coherent sources. Other conclusion includes that SNR and signal coherence 
contribute to all algorithms equally. 
III.4.3 The Effect of Source Separation 
Using L'Hospita.l's rule, we can show that the polynomial of rk 
can be factored in to 
·2rrd . 
/k = a(ll(rk )H 11 0 W!2 0 a(1) (rk) 
L-l 





where rk = eJ ;:;:- sin ek Notice that G(rk) is a function of the separations between 
the k-th signal root rk and all other roots r i. When another signal root, say r; is 
• 
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very close to rki The mea.n-squared error will be dominantly affected by the angular 
sepa.ration of these two closely spa.ced roots. Let us look at the factor involved Tk 
and r; of G(rk): 
G(rk) 2 -1 * - rkr; - rkri 
2 - 2 cos[
2;cd (sin ek - sin 8;)] (87) 
when the angula.r separation between the two roots is small, we get 
sin ek - sin ei = cos ekD.ek 
where 
Di.Ok =Ok - Bi. 
Then this factor ca.n be written as 
2Kd 2Kd 2 
2[1 - cos( T cos ekD.Bk)] = (~cos ekD.Bk) 
c Ac 
(88) 
here we used the Taylor expansion of the cosine function and only keep up to the 
second-order terms. Vie can now show that 
where 
and 
_ R:;- 1 ( k, k )o-; 
E(Bk)
2 
= A2l\1"(l _ p2)G(rk)(cos8k6.Bk) 2 
- ') d 
A= A(~K )2 
>-c 
L-1 





(89) reveals an important fact that mean-squared error of DOA estimation is very 
sensitive to the small angular separation of the closely spaced sources as it is reversely 
proportional to the square of the small angular separation. 
III.4.4 The Effect of the Number of Sensors 
We can see that in (78) only /k the function of the number of sensors L, so 
we can single /k out for the analysis of the effect of the number of sensors. We also 
notice /k is not an explicit function of L. L only contributes to the performance 
implicitly, in term of the number of the factors involved in (86). This fact makes the 
an analytical expression of sensor number effect rather difficult 1 if not impossible 
at all, to reach. In what follows, we will only able to show the monotonical prop-
erty of mean-squared error versus number of sensor for MUSIC and non-overlapped 
ESPRIT. Other situations will be discussed numerically. 
Lemma III.3 lVIUSIC The mean-squared error of A1USJC DOA estimation monoton-
ically decreases as the number of sensors increases. 
Proof: The mean-squared error is inversely proportional to /k 
E(e )2 
_ R; 1 (k, k)o-~ 
k L - H 
2A1a(1l(Bkh f2oLa(ll(Bkh 
(90) 






(k, k)cr~ (91) 
2A1 a(ll( Bkh_1 f2oL-i a(
1l( Bkh_1 
for the case an array of L - 1 sensors are used. Because of the orthogonality in L -1 
dimensions 
f20L-1AL-1 = 0 (92) 
or equivalently 
! H l I nOL-11 AL = o. (93) 
We can say llH fioL-111 is in the subspace of fioL· From 
a(l) ( ek) H fioLa(l)(fh) - a< 1 > ( Ok)H 11HnoL-l11 a< 1>( Ok) 
a(ll(&k)H fioL(l - l 1H f20L-1l1)f2oLa(ll(&k) 
> 0 
where the inequality is because 
l - l 1H n 11 oL-1 









So for MUSIC the mean-squared error monotonically decreases as the number of 
sensors L increases. 
0 
Lemma IIl.4 ESPRIT (Non-overlapping Subarray Case) The mean-squared error 
of ESPRIT DOA estinwtion monotonically decreases as the number of sensors in-
creases. 
Proof: For uniform line array of L sensors, we used the first and last L - 1 sensors 
as the two subarrays. These two subarray are maximally overlapped. 
\Ve defined Jl and JT as 
11 = ( h-1,L-l OL-l,l ) 
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and 
1T = ( OL-1,1 h-1,L-l ) 
thus the CYk was expressed as 
af: = ef:(n-1Ad1r - Ad11). 
vVhen the non-overlapped array is used, especially in the case of non-uniform array 
with sensor-doublets, we can easily modify the above result by defining AF and As 
as the arra.y manifold for the first- and second- subarray, and IF and Is as 
IF= ( lf. £ 0£ £ ) 
2 '2 2 '2 
and 
Is = ( Ob. b. lb. b. ) 
2 '2 2 '2 
then the ak can be expressed as 
af: = ef: (D-1 AF tis - AF t1F ). 
Using the fa.ct that lplf = 0, we have 
H 
ak ak ef(D- 1AptAFtHn + AFtAFtH)ek 
= 2R:::; 1 (k, k) 
where RA = AljAp and we used the fact that 
ef n-1 AF t Ap tH Dek = ef AF t AF tH ek. 
Now we use the subscript ~ for dimension of the matrix, and partition 
AFt = ( ApJ-1 ) 
(96) 
then using matrix inversion lemma 
R -1 (A H A + H )-1 R -1 Af = F f-1 F f-1 X X = Ai'--1 -
Now we can get 
R -1 H R -1 A_f__J X X A.f._1 
2 2 
1 + xRAJ:1 xH 
2-l 
R -1 H R -1 Ab__lX X Ab__l 
RAL: 1(k,k)-RAI: 1
1
(k,k)=-ef 2 _ 1 
2
TT ek:SO 
2 2- 1 + xRA.&_ 1x 
2 
because RA f_~ 1 xHxRAf.~ 1 is non-negative definite. 2 2 
E(fh)L1 
E(fh)L 






So for Non-ESPRIT the mean-squared error monotonically decreases as the number 
of sensors L increases. 
0 
We have shown (and we are only able to show) the monotonical property of mean-
squared error versus number of sensor for MUSIC and non-overlapped ESPRIT. 
The reason we failed to show the same property for Min-Norm and ESPRIT is not 
because the analyses of them are difficult (they are!), but because such property does 
not exist in Min-Norm and overlapped ESPRIT and SSR. This can be observed from 
our theoretical prediction using (78), the numerical result is in Figure 5. This is 
exactly the strength of performance analysis: one does not have to run hundreds or 
thousands trials of simulation to discovered a phenomenon. 
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III.5 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In this section, we will present numerically the statistical performance of 
mean-squared error of DOA estimation predicted by our analysis, and compare 
them with the extensive computer simulation. 
The general configuration of the experiments is: an uniform line array of 
eight sensors (with d = >.c/2) with two sources at 0.2 and 0.35 radians (angles 
are measured with respect to the normal of the array). The signals are sk(n) = 
ei(¥cn+<Pkn), where <!>kn are independent random phase angles uniformly distributed 
in the interval (-Jr, 7r ). Twenty snapshots of array data were taken for 500 hundred 
trials. 
In Figure 3, we show the root mean-squared error of DOA estimation versus 
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). SNR is defined as 
(}'2 
SNR = lOlog ~· 
O'n 
In Figure 4, we show the root mean-squared error of DOA estimation versus 
source correlation. The correlation coefficient is define as 
Es(s1s2). 
p= 
In Figure 5, we show the root mean-squared error of DOA estimation versus 
source separation. As the minimal separation in Figure 2 is as small as 0.01 radians 
(about half degree), we use 40dB SNR. The first source is place at 01 = 0.2 (radians) 
with respect to normal, and second source is place at 
02 = 01 + 6.0. 
In Figure 6, we show the root mean-squared error of DOA estimation versus 
number of snapshots. 
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In Figure 7, we show the root mean-squared error of DOA estimation versus 
number of sensors for MUSIC, Min-Norm, and overlapped ESPRIT. In Figure 8, 
we show the root mean-squared error of DOA estimation versus number of sensors 
for non-overlapping ESPRIT. We used a third source at 83 = .5 (radians) and 30 
snapshots. Figures 7 and 8 show that the mean-squared error monotonically de-
creases as the number of sensors increases. Figure 7 also shows the non-monotonical 
behavior of root mean-squared error of DOA estimation versus number of sensors 
for Min-Norm and overlapped ESPRIT. 
III.6 SUMMARY 
In this chapter, we provide an unified analysis for subspace-based DOA es-
timation algorithms by expressing the DOA perturbation in terms of physical data 
parameters such as numbers of sensors and snapshots, and source separations and 
coherence. Many important results have been drawn from our compact formula 
of the expectation of mean-squared DOA estimation error for different algorithms. 
The techniques developed here are quite general and should turn out to be useful 
to analyze performance characteristics of other subspace-based techniques. 
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TABLE I 
PARAMETERS OF DOA ESTIMATION PERTURBATION 
O:J.: /31.: /k 
MUSIC jU0 U~ a<1>(0J.:) V,:E;1U!1a(01.:) a(l)( 01.: )HU0 U!1 a<1>(01:) 
Min-Norm 
jUoccHU~ a<1>(0J.:) V,:E;1 U~ a(01.:) a<1>(01.:)HUoccHU!'" a<1>(01.:) Searching 
Min-Norm CkUoccHU~ a(l>(r1.:) V,:E; 1 U~a(r1.:) Ar1.: n7;,.1 l(l - r;r;1)12 
i=l 
Root-MUSIC Ck U0 WU~ a(l>(r·k) V,:E; 1U!1a(rk) Ar1.: n~;/ 1(1 - r;rk" 1)12 
;=1 
-~ it T -1 l H 1 SSR Ckvk:E, U, (U 0 >.k - U 0 )U0 V,:E; 2 u1.: 1 
ESPRIT Ckv,,UL(Uox>-;; 1 - Uoz)U~ V,:E; 1u1.: 1 
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TABLE II 
PARAMETERS OF DOA ESTIMATION ERROR 
H ak /3f! /k 
MUSIC -ja(ll(ekt no eHR-1S k 11noa(l)( ek) 11 2 
·Min-Norm . (l)(B )H e1ef - J a k lle0oll 2 efR-
1S 1lak112IleS1o112 
ESPRIT Cket'Alt(IT>.; 1 -Il) eHR- 1S k 1 
TABLE III 
PARAMETERS OF ALTERNATIVE MSE EXPRESSION 
!VIUSIC Min-Norm Subspace-Rotation 
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The subspace-based DOA algorithms all involve eigenvalue decomposition or 
SVD. The computational load for the data from arrays containing large numbers 
of sensors is high, thus the subspace algorithms may be prohibitive. A common 
approach to this problem is to map the array data from full dimension (element-
space) into lower di11wnsio11 (beamspace) through beamforming. This reduces the 
computational complexity [32]. Additionally, beamspace processing reduces the sen-
sitivity to wavefront distortion [33] and noise structure [34], improves robustness [35] 
and adaptive respo11se time. Beamspace processing also increases the SNR resolu-
tion threshold for ?\'IUSIC [36, 37]. In situations where sensor measurements are 
not accessible (e.g. phase array radar) or where real-time processing is required, 
beamspace approximation is adequate for DOA estimation [38] [39]. These advan-
tages inspired resc<-nclters to apply subspace algorithms in beamspace. However, the 
performance of lwarnspace processing remains largely unexplored except for some 
pioneering analyses in [:rn] for spectrum estimation error and in [37] for resolution 
threshold, botli of \\'liicli are limited to l'vfUSIC. 
In this chapter. we ana.lyze beamspa.ce performance of DOA estimation for 
several suhspc-1ce processing algorithms in a unified fashion based on a finite set of 
measurements. The 111ean-squared errors (l'vISE) of DOA estimation for these algo-
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rithms a.re expressed in a single formula. using physical parameters. The important 
relationship between MSE and properties of beamformer is revealed, and optimality 
of beamforming is discussed. 
IV.2 BEAI\1SPACE PROCESSING REVIEW 
The beamspace data are beamformed element-space data 
Ys = BHY (98) 
where the beamrormer B is of dimension L x B and B :S L. Without loss the 
generality. \\'<' ass11rnc that the> column vectors of B are orthonormal 
BHB =I. 
After bearnforrniug, the noisy data become 
y H = Bf[ AS + BHN 




~oB ) ( t~). 
(99) 
Generally. J3 is 11H1ch ]Pss than L so that the array output is compressed from an 
L x ,~1 matrix to a B x M. Thus the computational load involved in SVD or EVD 
is dramaticcill.Y rcclucecl. 
For simplicity, \\'e define the beamspace steering vector, array manifold, pro-
jection matrix and beamspace noise as 
aB( 0) - BH a(O) 
As = BHA 
floa - ( H )-I H A 8 A 8 As A 8 
Na = BHN. (100) 
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Similar to element-space, the orthogonality between AB and UoB (or noB) 
exits in beamspace, so that lVIUSIC and Min-Norm algorithms can applied to either 
search the null of /las(0)0 0 s/1 2 or root polynomial /la(zk)HB0 0 sJJ 2 = O; unlike 
for element-space, the Va.ndermonde structure does not exist for beamspace array 
manifold A 8 (this irnplies that shift-invariance does not exist among the rows of 
UsB) so that TAlVI cannot applied. However, ESPRIT is valid if we choose 
( B 0 ) ( AB ) BsxL = 0 B so AB = ABD (101) 
where the nurnlwr of columns for B is ~ for non-overlapped subarrays, and is from 
~ to L - 1 for unifonn liue array, we consider only non-overlapped subarrays in this 
pa.per. 
IV.3 BEAMSPACE PERFORMANCE 
For lVIUSIC, J\'Tin-Norm, and ESPRIT, the derivation for relationship of DOA 
estimation error and observation noise a.re identical for both element-space and 
beamspa.ce procf'ssing. Sirnilar to (42) in element-space, in bea.mspace we have 
0.0rn = hn[nt~Ns!-hs] = Im[af8 BHN,BkB]. 
/kB /kB 
(102) 
Since N is whitP as we previously assumed, we have 
E(0.0fR) = [[ot'sBHll2[1,BkBll2a; = J[akBIJ2IJ,BkBIJ2a; 
? 2 2 2 
~lkB TkB 
(103) 
where a[18 Bl1Born = n{fRnka is because (99). We can see that (103) is identical to 
(44), so that the derivation in Chapter 3 applies to beamspace performance analysis 
which lea.els to the following !VISE expression 
R; 1 (k, k)a; 
E( 0.fha )
2 
= 2A1[a(1J( Ok)~noB wnoBa(l)(th)B] (104) 
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ea= /I0 0 ae1 IJ 
For ESPRIT, we have 
and 
O'.Bk 
0Bk = JlaBklJ" 
H C H(D-1At [0 ak = kek B BxB Iaxa] - Ak [IaxB OBxB]) 
H C2 H(n-1At At D At At) def 2c2R-1 (k k) 
ak Ok= 'kek n B + B B ek = k AB ' 
R def AHA AB = B B· 
So for ESPHlT, the !\!SE is 
E(.60,n) 2 = 0" 2 C 2R- 1 (k k)R- 1 (k k) 
" n k AB ' · s ' 





To obsene some i rn porta.nt properties of beamspace processing, we assume 
to have two beamformers B 1 (of dimension L x Bi) and B 2 (of dimension L x B2 ), 
and B 1 > B2 , then compare the performance of these two beamformers when the 
column space spanned by B 2 is a subspace of the column space spanned by B 1 
(denoted as B2 C B1). 
Lemma IV.l (TVIUSIC): !f B 2 C B 1 , then the AJSE of DOA estimation using beam-
form.er B 2 will ahN1.ys be fotf;er than or equal to that of using B 1 . 
Proof: Since B 2 C B 1 . \\'e can express 
B2 = B1T 
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where the Bl x B2 matrix T is assumed to be THT = I. Then from (104) for 





1 la{ll( ek)H B1noB1112 
I la(ll( Bk)H B1T0aB2 i12 
H . 
lla(ll(Bk) B1noB111 2 
AZ2nos2 = AHB1TOas2 = 0 
TnoB2 is in the subspace of noB1. So that 
TnoB2 = n~B1 TnoB2 
then ( 108) becomes 
\Ve ca.n show t.hnt 
E(.60rn 1 )
2 
E( .60kB2 )2 




- lla(ll(ektB1noB1 TnoB2 ll2 
a( 1 J( Ok )H B100 B1 OoB1 Bf a(
1l( Bk) 
- a(Jl(fht B10on1 TOon2 THnoB1Bf a(ll(ek) 







where T00 n2 T
11 is <1 projection matrix and that I - T00 B 2 TH is nonnegative-








Corollary IV.I (MUSIC): The MSE of DOA estimation in any beamspace will always 
be larger than or equal to that of element-space. 
Proof: Let Bi =I and B 2 = B, apply Lemma IV.I. 
0 
Lemma IV.2 (ESPRIT): fl B2 c Bi, then the MSE of DOA estimation using 
beamspace B2 will always be larger than or equal to that of using Bi. 
Proof: \Vithout loss the generality, we assume two subarray beamformers B1 and 
B2 with relationship of their dimensions B2 = Bi - 1. If B2 C Bi, then B2 and Bi 
can be related a.s 
. - H 
B2 = B1 T(B1 xB2) and An2 = T(B2xB1)Afi1 
where THT - I. By properly selecting a vector b of dimension B1 x 1, we can 
construct a B1 x Bi full rank unitary matrix (T b ). From (107) we can see for 
different beamformers, the only factor contributes to MSE is R_A~ (k, k). 
RA~, =(A~, A 13 , )- 1 = (AK (T b) ( !; ) As,)-' 
=(AHTTHA- +AlfbbHA- )-1 
Il 1 Il1 B1 B1 (113) 
notice that 
Afl TTH A- = AHB TTHJ3H A Il 1 B 1 i i 
H- -H H _ -R 
=A B2B2 A= An2AB2 - AB2 (114) 
and define v = bH A13
1
, then (113) becomes 
R -i (R H)-i A: = As + vv . 
Il1 2 
(115) 
Using the matrix lemma, we have 
R-1 - R-1 
A - A-
B1 B2 
so that we can obtain 
R -1 HR-1 A- VV A-
B2 B2 
1 + vHR- 1 v 
A:82 
[R
-1 HR-1 l A VV A 
R- 1 (/.~. !.~) - R- 1 (k k) = :82 :82 (k k) > 0. 





The last step is because RJ,...1 vvHRJ,...1_ is nonnegative-definite. This inequality 
B2 B2 






Corollary IV.2 (ESPHIT): The MSE of DOA estimation in any beamspace will al-
ways be larger than or equal to that of element-space. 
Proof: Let B1 = I and B2 = B, apply Lemma IV.2. 
D 
Remarks (Min-Norm): vVe have shown the monotonic property of MSE versus di-
mension of beamspace for JVIUSIC and ESPRIT when the beamspace associated 
with B 2 is in the subspace of the beamspace associated with B 1 . This monotonic 
property does not exist for :rviin-Norrn. This can be predicted from our theoretical 
expression using ( 104). 
IV.5 OPTIMAL BEAMFORMERS 
The Optimal Beamformers discussed here a.re in the sense of least MSE. 
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Lemma IV.3 (ESPRIT): In beamspace, ESPRIT attains its minimum MSE of DOA 
estimation when B C As. 
Proof: Let B1 =I and B2 = B, the equality of (117) holds when when v = bH As = 
0 since bbH =I - :Bll:B, so equivalently we have 
AHBB-H =AH 
s s . 
D 
The minimum MSE beamformer for ESPRIT can expressed a.s 
- H I [ l B = Q(Q Q)-2 with Q = As · · · (118) 
Lemma. (IVIUSIC): In bf:amspnce, MUSIC attains its minimum MSE of DOA esti-
mation when B span [A, A(ll]. 
Proof: Let B 1 =I a.nd B 2 = B, then the numerator of (111) becomes 
I la(!)( fh t noBnoB 11 2 











< 1 la(ll( Ok)H no!l2 - /la(ll( Ok)H noBnssll 2 
< lla(ll(okt noll2· (119) 
The equality i la( 1 l(fh )H n 0 Bn,,n 11 2 = /la(ll( Ok)H n 0 !12 hold if and only if 
(i) BBHnoa(ll(Ok) = noa(1l(Ok) 
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(ii) f2snBHf2 0 a(ll(Ok) = 0 
Here we show the condition (ii) is automatically met given the condition (i): 
Assuming BBH noa(ll( ek) = noa(ll( Bk), we will have 
AHBBHnoa(1l(ek) = AHnoa(ll(Ok) = O 
since A HB and nsn share the same row space, so that 
f2snBHf2 0 a(ll(Bk) = 0 
Now we can expressed 
p 
noa(l )(Ok) = a(ll( Bk) - L u;uf a(ll(ek) (120) 
i=l 
where u;'s are the signal singular vectors. So !1 0 a(ll(Bk) is the linear combination of 
[a(ll(Ok), u 1 , ···,up] or, [a( 1 l(Ok), A]. To meet the condition (i), The span of BBH 
has to include span of [A A (ll]. 
D 
The minirnurn r-..ISE beamformer for MUSIC can expressed as 
B = Q( Q 11 Q)-~ with Q = [A A (i) · · ·] (121) 
It. should be noticed that this selection of MUSIC beamformer for minimum 
MSE agrees with the selection for best resolution [37]. 
IV.6 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
The configura.tiou of the experiments is: a uniform line array of ten sensors 
(with d = ,\c/2) with three sources a.t 0.2, 0.35, and 0.5 radians (angles are measured 
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with respect to the nonna.l of the array). Twenty snapshots of array data were taken 
for 500 hundred trials. \"!hen ESPRIT is used, another array of ten sensor is added 
i11 as the scco11cl suharray. \Ve use the prolate spheroidal sequences beamformer as 
clefi11ed i11 [:>.'">]. Tlie direction sector is selected at [O, 0.7] radians. 
Figure 9 shows the root MSE of DOA estimation versus SNR when the 
dimension of the lwamfonner is 6. 
Figure 10 shows the root MSE of DOA estimation versus the dimensions of 
he;rn1formcr. \·Vlien we use the prolate spheroidal sequences beamformer, B2 C Bi 
when B 2 < 131 • \Ve can sec the monotonic property for MUSIC and ESPRIT. 
In Figm<' JI. \I'<' use a two sources configuration with DOAs at 0.2 and 0.35 
radians to illustrate t lw non-monotonic property using certain beamformer. The 
beamformer we use here is the same as used by [40] 
B = (a(O;n;), a(Oini + 60), 
whPn' [Oini· Orwt] is t.]1e st'ctor of interest and 
60 = a( Oen) - a(Oin) 
Q-1 
a( Oend)) 
Using this bearnforrncr, the span of the beamformer doesn't increase with the in-
crease of dimension of the bcarnformer. So we can observe the monotonic property 
in the root lVISE of DOA estimation versus beamformer dimension figure. 
IV.7 SUMMARY 
In tl1is cha.pt.er. the performance of beamspace DOA estimation algorithms 
a.re t'Xa.rninecl in a unified fashion. Compact formula for the expectation of mean-
septa.reel DOA estirnation error has been derived and expressed using physical pa-
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rameters. Importa11t properties of beamformer and insights on beamformer design 
have been offered. 
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l'dost. subspace-based DOA estimation algorithms use a standard sensors ver-
s11s s11apsl1ots (or !'onnml-011ly) data formulation. The Min-Norm algorithm uses 
a forward-backward <1Ycra.ged data. This forward-backward averaging was observed 
experimentally in tlw past not only reducing the mean-squared DOA estimation 
error. hut also reducing the correlation between two interfered signals. One ques-
tion to he answered is why the other methods do not also use forward-backward 
averaging? 
These qu<'stio11s lia,·c aLt.rcicted significant effort in performance analyses (see 
[24] for references). Amoug others [17, 41, 42, 43] addressed the performance due 
to the effect of forward-backward averaging. 
In this chapter, we apply our unified analysis to the effects of forward-
hack\\'ard avcTagi11g to the statistical performance of DOA estimation algorithms. 
Results on the manner in which forward-backward averaging decorrelate sources 
correlatio11 ;rnd their df'ects 011 different algorithms are provided. 
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V.2 PROBLEM FORMULATION 
The forw;-ml-bacbvard averaging utilizes the data as the follows 
( 
Y1~1.) ... Y1(~1) I YL~l)* ... yL(~1)*) 
y FH = : : I : : (122) 
yL(l) ... YL(Ji;J) I Y1(1)* ... Y1(M)* 
the subscript FE stands for Forward-Backward, or, in matrix form 
y FR = [Y JY*) = A[S n-L+1s*) ~f ASFB (123) 
wl1(•n· J is tlw jH'l'lllt1latio11 1w1trix. 
The esti1nal<' cova.riauce data matrix is 
RFB = YFB Ylj.8 = C + JC*J = ARsFBAH (124) 
where estimated signal covariance matrix is 
R.-rH = (SSH+ n-L+1s*sHnL-1) = R + n-L+1R*DL- 1 . (125) 
\'.:3 ST:\TISTIC'AL EFFECT OF FORWARD-BACKWARD AVERAGING 
In tlic noisy case. the forward-backward averaged data can be written as 
y FB = y FB + NFB = ASFB + NFB 
\\'c C<lll simply replace the forward-only parameters in (42) by forward-
backward a\·eraged parameters. 
wlwre 
6.0k = lm[,B~BkN~Bak] 
'Yk 
(:ill R-1 /JFBk = ek FBSFB 
(126) 
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here ll,BFakll2 ~r Rpk(k, k) and Npa = (N JN*). But ak is the same as in 
forward-only data forrnulation because it's only a function of array manifold A. 
V.3.1 MSE Expression 
By long but straightforward derivation in Appendix B, we get the expression 
of MSE for forward-backward averaging as 
where we define 
and 
E(D.Bk)2 = o-;[R:pk + 2Re( </>klt;;k)](k, k) 
2[a(l)( ek)H no Wf!oa(l)( ek)] 
<f>k = -zf-1 (af:JajJ 
ll 0 kll 2 
:R,-1 - R-1 *R*R-1 
FB - FB FB· 
Using Schwartz Inequality 
II - .:f,'-'(n{'Jni:,)11:::; II - zf-111 · lla:kll · llJll · llakll = llakll2 
it is easy to sec 119~·1 I S l. 
V.3.2 Properties 
Property V.l For MUSIC. 11</>kll = 1. 
Proof: Using the properties 
A=JA¥DL-l and At=D1-LA*tJ 
we can get 
f!,, =I- A(AH A)-1AH 
1 _ JA¥nL-1(n1-L ATJJA*nL-1)-1n1-L ATJ 






or JO~ = !l 0 J so that we can rewrite 
Since 
• L-l --Jakzk ·J" • (1)(0 )* L-1 J ~"o a k zk 
j!loJa(l)( ek)* zf-l. 
a(ll(fh) - Ja(ll(ek)* zf-1 
( 
0 ) r-(L -1 )Ckzk ) 
Ckzk : 
. - . Zk 
: -Ckzk 
(L - l)Ckzk 0 
= (L - l)Cka(Bk) 
pre-multiply ( i:n) by !1 0 , and notice that !l 0 a(Bk) = 0, we have 
j!l 0 JaOl(Ok)* ::f-1 = j!loa(ll(Bk) = ak 
so that 
HJ * L-1 II 112 - o:k o:kzk = O:k 
<Pk= 1 for l\JUSIC' is proved. 
Property V.2 For Subspace-Notation algorithms, //<Pk/I= 1. 
Proof: 








L-1 HJ * 2 k CYk CYk .,.L-1ekAd(ITz-1 - J!)Ja* ~k k k 
zf- 1ekA1tJ(I1z;1 - rT)aj; 
where we used IlJ = Jif and JTJ = Jil, further 
_L-1 HJ * _ ( L-2AdJ)(IT 11) * --k ak ak - ek zk Zk - ak 
ek(A 1t)*(ITzk - I 1)aj; 




where zf-2 A it J = (A ii")* is because of ( 130). 4>k = 1 for SSR/ESPRIT is proved. 
D 
<Pk for differe11t algorithms can be found in Table V. 
V.3.3 Uncorrelated Signals 
\Vlwn the signals are uncorrelated, R is diagonal such that (125) becomes 
so tha.t we ha vc 
and 










where R* = R for uncorrelated signals, and RFk is real and diagonal, so that (127) 
becomes 
E(t::.Ok) 2 = o-~[l + Re(¢k)][R- 1 ](k, k) 
4[a{ll( Ok)H n 0 Wn 0 a(ll( Ok)] 
(141) 
oindent Lemma\!. l F'or uncorrelated signals, .MUSIC and Subspace-Rotation 
have the same MSE using forward-only and forward-backward averaged data. 
Proof: For 1V1USTC and Subspace Rotation algorithms, <i>k = 1 such that 




Equation ( 142) is the same as forward-only data formulations. Forward-backward 
averaging brings no improvement to uncorrelated signals when use MUSIC and 
SSR/ESPRlT a.lgoritlnns. 
Lemma V.2 For 1111corrr:la!ul signals, Min-Norm has smaller MSE using forward-
backward oerruqul do/a !hon using forward-only data. 
Proof: For l\lin-'.\orn1 algorit.hm Re(<f>k) :S IJ<i>kJJ :S 1 
E( 6 fh) 2 = _0-;[1 + Re(¢k)][R-
1](k, k) 
4[a{ll( Ok)H n0 Wn 0 a(ll( Ok)] 
< o-;~[R- 1 ](k,k) 
- 2[a(ll( ek )H no wnoa(ll( Ok)] (143) 
D 
This means forward-backward averaging does improve performance for un-
correlated signals over forward-only formulation when use Min-Norm algorithm. 
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V.3.4 Correlated Signals 
For correlated signals, as state in [41, 44]. The forward-backward averaging 
has the effect to decorrelate the correlation between signal when the number of 
correlated sources is 2. Similar to [45, 44], we have, in the case of two correlated 
sources with correlation coefficient p. Notice here, for finite data analysis, the p 
is the equiva.lent correlation coefficient of sample correlation coefficient. With the 
increase of the snapshot., it will goes to its expected value. 
:::::::: 
+ 
RrB =Rs+ n-L- 1R*DL-l 
s 

















0"10"2 p*+p~f-1 z~-L 
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def •) \j 1 p* 





We can see, after forward-backward averaging, the equivalent correlation coefficient 
goes to 75 and 
2 1-L L-1) ) IPl2 + Re(p Z1 Z2 ::; IPl2 l?JI- = 2 (145) 
so that the sourcf's <H(' decorrelated and the performance will be improved. It is 
interesting to notice that 75 depends the angular separation of the signals. When p 
is real, the rnaximurn clecorrela.tion occurs when two sources are closely spaced. 
It has bee11 0xpcrimentally observed that R_F.k(k, k)::; ~R- 1 (k, k), so that it 
can be shown 
a2 lla 11 2 f:'(i":if}i.)~~B s; n 2k R_F.k(k, k) 
'Yk 
where we have used 
< o-?,iiak!12 R-1(k,k) = E(.6.fh)} 
- ? 2 
~lk 
E[In1(fiHN~8ak)] 2 :S: E llfiHN~aak !i2 




(146) tells us that the mean-squared error of using forward-backward averaged data 
will not be larger than that of using forward-only data for all subspace-based DOA 
estimation algorit hrns regardless of the coherence of the signals. 
VA NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
We use ct11 uniform line array of eight sensors (with d = Ac/2) with two 
sources at 0. 2 ;rn cl U. :J5 radians (angles are measured with respect to the normal of 
the array). The signals are .s1,(n) = ej(~;n+¢kn), where ¢kn are independent random 
phase angles uniformly distributed in the interval (-7r,7r). Twenty snapshots of 
array data were t.c-1ken for .500 hundred trials. 
Figure 12, 13 c-rncl H show the root mean-squared error of DOA estimation 
versus source corrcl<1Lio11 using forward-only and forward-backward data formula-




\i\'e can sect l1at. the forward-backward averaging improves the performance of Min-
Norm even for uncorrelated sources, however, it only improves the performance of 
MUSIC and Subspc-H·('-Bolat ion for correlated signals. 
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V.5 SUMMARY 
In this clrnpLer, we exa.rnine the effect of forward-backward averaging on the 
performance of DOA estimation algorithms. Unified formula for mean-squared DOA 
estimation error has been derived. The reason why for uncorrelated signals, forward-
backward averaging improves the performance of Min-Norm but not for MUSIC and 
Subspace-Rotation has been revealed. We further conclude that, in general, forward-
backward averaging is preferable for all subspace-based DOA estimation algorithms. 
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TABLE V 
61c ron DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS 
!Vl USIC Ivlin-Norm Subspace-Rotation 
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From tl1e 1nc,·iot1s discussion, we can see that, when multiple signals are 
linear depenclcnt. the subspace algorithms have difficulty in determining the DOA 
because oft.lie collapse of the dimensionality of the so-called signal subspace. Evans 
et al [46] and lat.er Sl1a11 et r1/ ['17] proposed a spatial smoothing method for a uniform 
linear array to restore the dirnensiona.lity of the signal subspace. A modified scheme, 
uses both for\\'arcl ;-111cl backward subarrays for averaging which required less sensors 
was proposed h,, E\a11s rt 11/ [11G] and Pillai [41]. Since then, a number of papers 
appeared cleali11g witl1 pcrrorn1a11ce analysis of the spatial smoothing algorithm [44, 
48, 49, .so. ~u, .'51, .):2]. Soille of them analyzed only one algorithm [44, 50, 43, 51] 
while the other studied only bias and resolution [44]. In this chapter, we examine 
the effect of usillg data both in forward and backward manner, along with spatial 
smoothing. 011 t lie performance on DOA estimation algorithms. A analysis of the 
forward only scl1f'mc is carried out first, then, the formula for forward-backward 
scheme is derived usi11g some of the results in Chapter IV on the forward-backward 
averaging. Scv<"rnl ohsc·n·;-1t ions on the performance improvement effect of spatial 
smoothing a.re provided. 
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Vl.:2 FORWARD ONLY SPATIAL SMOOTHING 
VI.2.1 Data. Formulation 
Assurne that a uniform linear array of L sensors is divided into overlapping 
subarrays of size Q (Figure 15). The total number of subarrays is L - Q + 1. Each 
subarra.y gives a covariance matrix and the forward spatially smoothed covariance 
matrix is obtained by averaging of these sub-covariance matrix: 
1.-Q+ I L-Q+l 
R, - L y,y;r = L ADi-1gsHDi-1H AH (148) 
i=I i=l 
where A is tl1c sub211Ta\· rnc1nifolcl of size Q x P and Y; is the data output of the 
subarray: 
( 'I• ' 
!J; ,2 ... 
y,,M ) y. c!_c:f . : = ADi-1S. (149) 
I - .1/1+(~-J,] !Ji+Q-1,2 ... Yz+Q-1,M 
Accordingly, we define Ll1e forward spatially smoothed sources covariance matrix as 
L-Q+l 
R,r cJ;f L Di-1ssHDi-1H. (150) 
i=l 
For the convenience of analysis, a equivalent direct data expression which gives the 
same covariance matrix urn be defined as 
Y, = [Y1 Y2 ... y L-Q+1] 
<id A[S DS · · · DL-QS] cJ;f ASp (151) 
on which we can apply the singular value decomposition and use subspace algorithms 
for DOA estimat.io11. A equivalent noise matrix can be formed in the same fashion 
Np= [N1 N2 ... NL-Q+1l 
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VI.2.2 Performance Analysis 
To start. our performance ana.lysis, we rewrite the noise corrupted data in the 
form of 
Yp=Yp+Np. 
Base on the perturbation theory derived in Chapter III, we simply substitute the 
parameters in eqt1<11 ion ( ~12) with their spatially smoothed counterparts and get the 
bias of 001\ est i1mit i\)11 
0-[;JHNH ] t:iOk = ::s k Fok 
/k 
(152) 
where Ok, /k a.re dcfilled in Table II. They do not change with the spatial smoothing 
since they are only functions of suba.rray manifold A. However f3k is now 
,JH HR-is 
/Jk = ek sF F 
owing to the spatial s111oot!ti11g. 
The mea.11-squared error of the angular estimation is given by 
t~'(t:iek) 2 = E[~(f3fN~ok)]2 
2 lk 
Expanding the 111mwrator of above equation, we have 
E[':S( ;S'H N % Ok)] 2 
(153) 
(154) 
1 -, , fl 1 l , ,- H H H H 1 ( H H (3) ( ) = 2E(;:J NFod - 4L(13 Npo:dJ Npok) - 4£ ok Np(3ok Np . 155 
Take the cxpectat.icrn \\"ith respect to noise, the second and third term go to zero 
because of tlw circular property of the noise. But 
E[N%a1.,afNF] # O"~lllokll2 
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because of the spatial smoothing. By noticing the above property, we derive the 
MSE expression for forw(lrd only spatial smoothing in Appendix C Here is the final 
formula. for that: 




Rw is the Weighted signal correlation matrix defined in Appendix C. Again, the 
express only involves physical parameters. The effect of spatial smoothing on perfor-
ma.nee can be seen directly from this formula. Without spatial smoothing, the MSE 
is proportional to R~ 1 (/.-, le:) which becomes infinity when the signal are coherent. 
All subspace-basf.'cl algorit hrns will fa.ii to resolve the DOA due to the dimensionality 
collapse of tlie sig11;-1l subspace. After applying the spatial smoothing to the data 
matrix, R,; 1(k,k) is substituted by smoothed signal covariance matrix R;)(k,k) 
which is no longer nrnk deficient as shown in [47]. This enable those subspace-based 
DOA estimation ;-dgoritl1111 to estimate the DOAs with finite MSE. 
VI.:l l·'O l<\Y.\ HD-BACKWARD SPATIAL SMOOTHING 
VI.:3.1 Data forrnul<it io11 
Similar to forw<Hd-hMkward averaging, in forward-backward spatial smooth-
ing, the covariance matrix is obtained by averaging the forward and backward sub-
array covariance rn;-itri>:: 
Rpa = Rp + JRpJ. (157) 
Accordingly. \\'c clcli1w t lw l'orward-backwa.rd spatia.lly smoothed noise and signal 
data matrix as 
Npa =[Np JNp] 
Spa = [Sp D 1-LSp]· 
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The equivalent direct data. expression for perturbated data is given by: 
Y FB = ASps + Nps. (158) 
It is shown in [51] that, is general, for all subspace-based methods, forward-backward 
is preferable to forward only spatial smoothing. We will develop the formula for the 
performance of forward-backward spatial smoothing and provide reason to support 
the above argu111c11t. 
VI.3.2 Perfon11a11C<' i\ 11alysis 
The formulas for thf' estimation of bias and mean-squared error in ( 42) and 
( 43) hold except that th and N should be substituted by their forward-backward 
spatially smoot.lied counterparts. 
Tlic clcri \·at icm of t.he explicit expression of MSE can be found in Appendix 
D. We here only give the final formula for the MSE of DOA estimation using 
forward-backward sp<1.t.ial s111ootl1ing. 
) 
a- *-
E(D.fh )2 = ·)~112 (R~J1:1Rw FsR;J8 - ?R(R;}8 RwpsR;}8 ))(k, k) (159) 
__, ( k 
where Rwrs is forward-backward averaged TA/eighted signal covariance matrix 
R dd R n1-LR" nL-1 IJ l.'J:I = \\' + W 
and RwFB is cleri11c'd i11 i\ppenclix D, which is also a Weighted signal covariance 
matrix due to the backward spatia.l smoothing. 
Vl.4 EFFECT OF SPATIAL SMOOTHING ON PERFORMANCE 
In this sect.io11, \\'f' an21lyze the effect of spatial smoothing on the performance 
of subspace <iigorit l1111s. We rirsl. have an overall discussion on spatial smoothing and 
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then compare the forward only and forward-backward schemes for uncorrelated and 
highly correlated sources, respectively. 
VI.4.1 Discussion 
Spa.t.ia.l smoothing decorrelates the sources at the cost of reducing of effective 
array aperture. It. has been proven in our previous work that the MSE is inversely 
proportional to the array aperture in element space (without spatial smoothing). 
Spatial smoothing ;1ct u;1.J ly has a negative effect on the performance of subspace 
algorithms for lowly corrf'latccl sources ( Figure 16). On the other hand, spatial 
smoothing is a must. for all the subspace-based algorithms when the signals a.re 
coherent. 
At this poi11t i11 om discussion, it is natural to ask that how can we reach 
the best perforn1ancc \Jy 11si 11g spatial smoothing for different source correlation? 
Due t.o the i11volverncnt of many other measurement conditions, it is ha.rd 
to isolate the trMkofr effect. between array aperture and source decorrelation. An 
analytic a11s\V(T to t Ii(' Clho\.(' question is still expected. However, by analyzing our 
theoretical plot outs !"or different source correlation, we can roughly conclude that, 
for !V1USIC and L·:SPHIT. minimal spatial smoothing is desirable because of the 
dominant effect of th(' size or aperture on the performance of the algorithm. On the 
other hand. for '.Vli11-Norn1. t Ile optimal is reached when the spatial smoothing make 
the aperture ~ of the 111axi111urn aperture [17]. At this point, the difference of the 
minimum mean-squ<Hed error between MUSIC and Min-Norm reaches its minima. 
VI.4.:2 UncorrclatC'd Sig1u1ls 
For for\\"<Hd <rn ly spatial smoothing, we can simplify the expression of the 
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mean-squared error. Since 
M 
R L - H-H w= SBB S· I I • 
i=l 
\Vhen the number of snapshot is large, it can be approximated by its expectation 
value 
. - H-H Rw = A1SBB S . (160) 
Because of independence between source signals, 
SBBHs" = ( a1-o(U1 )"BBH aL-Q(01 )a-~ 
0 aL-Q(Op )HB:H aL-Q(Op )oJ ) 
(161) 
where o-i, · · ·. O'~ ;ue signal powers and aL-Q(Oi) is the steering vector with aperture 
L - Q (not Q, which is the aperture of suba.rra.y). 
a1,-Q(Oi) = (1 .A; ... .Af-Q)T. 
The Rs in cqt1illio11 (l:)(i) u111 also be approximated by its expectation value. 
R- 1 (' ·)..:... 1 s 1.,z - (162) 
so the simplifiPd expression of (156) is given by 
llaL-Q(Bi)HB!i2a~ . 
E(0:.0k)2 = 2A1(L - Q + 1)2,.dak (163) 
For forw;-Hd-liackll'ard spatial smoothing, we will prove the following lemma. 
similar to t.l1at ill l"orward-backwa.rd averaging discussed in Chapter V. 
Lemma. V 1.1 For 1111corrclaled signals, 1\f USIC and Subspace Rotation algorithms 
have the same J\ISE using forward-bacl;;ward spatial smoothed and forward only spa-
tial smooth cd do I a. 
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Proof: Notice that the sources are uncorrelated, from equation (161) (162), Rw 
and Rs are diagonal. So the first term in Expression (159) is approximately 
-1 -1 . 1 -1 -1 
RsFBR\VFBRsFB = 2Rs RwRs · (164) 
For the second term in (159), take the approximation of R;]B yields. 
R -1 *R R-1 H( ) sFB WFB sFB k, k 
1 
IM2(L-Q + l)2Rwpa(k,k). (165) 
Now from the cldi11itio11 ol" RwFB and using Property V.1, V.2, we get 
R11·i:H(k, k) 
.\/ 
--=- ~s·.:L- 1 B*BHsH + s~B*BH zL- 1sr(k k) L I 1.. I I k I ' 
1=1 
;\/ 
~ s BBHSH + S~BBHST(k k) L-t l l 1 i ' 
i=I 
_ :2R11. (166) 
Combine ( HH) ( lG?l) a.11d ( 166 ), the expression for MSE using MUSIC and Subspace 
Rotation for uncorrelated sources becomes 
HBll2 2 
J llaL-Q(Oi) O'n 2 
L'(0.fh)- = 2f\1(L - Q + 1)2/~0'k (167) 
which is t lw sa1nc <1s usi11i.; l'orwa.rcl only spatial smoothing. 
D 
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Vl.4.3 Correlation Signals 
For correlated signals, both RsF, RsFB and Rw are functions of signal cor-
relation coefficients. We will discuss a simple two sources case to illustrate the 
decorrelation effect of spatial smoothing. 
or forward only spatial smoothing, let a-i, a-~ be the sources powers and p 
the correlation coefficient between two sources, the expectation of the forward only 
spatially smoothed sources covariance matrix is 
L-Q ( a-2 
RsF = M t; a-1a-2p*(l2A11 )i 
M(L-Q+l)( a-i_* a-10-275) 
a-1a-2p a-i 
where 
1 - (A1A21)L-Q+1 





is the equivalent sources correlation coefficient after smoothing. It is obvious that 
1751
2 
< 1 IPl2 -
which means spatial smoothing can decorrelate sources correlation, and recover the 
rank of sources covariance matrix for the case of coherent signals. 
where 
For forward-backward spatial smoothing, 











is the equivalent sources correlation coefficient after forward-backward spatial smooth-
mg. 
We can relate the magnitude-square of equivalent correlation coefficient for 
forward only and forwarcl-bac:kwarcl spatial smoothing by 
IPl2 = 1751 2 + 3?(75,\~-L ;_f-1) 
" ~ 1751 2 · 
So forward-backwa.rd spatial smoothing has better effect of decorrelate the sources 
correlation.tlia11 l'or\\'ard 011h· spatial smoothing. 
I . 
VI.:) NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
\Ve pres<'JtL so1t1<· 11u11H:'rical examples to illustrate effect of spatial smoothing 
on the performance and further support our theoretical results. A twenty-element 
uniform linear array is used. The sources a.re equal power with covariance matrix 
given by 
( ~ i) (170) 
and DOA = 0.2, u.:F) racli;-rns, SNR = 20 dB, Number of snapshots = 20. All 
the simulations \\'ere ccrnducted using .500 trials. The other configuration of data 
structure a.re t.he sarne as in Chapter III. In all the figures, only the root MSE for 
DOA at. o.:1.'i rnclia11 is plotted out. 
For for\\'ard otily spatial smoothing, Figure 16, 17 and 18 show the Root MSE 
of DOA esLi111c-1t io11 's. t lt<' i!perLure of suba.rra.y with source correlation p = 0, 0. 75 
and l, repectively. \\'c ca11 easily see that, when the source correlation approaches 
1, spatial smoot.lii11g liccanws a must for subspace-based algorithms. 
Figure 19, 20 and 21 show the same results for the forward-backward spatial 
smoothing sclierne. ( '0111pme these figures to the figures for forward only spatial 
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smoothing, we ca11 see that generally forward-backward spatial smoothing outper-
forms forward only spatial smoothing. 
For indepe11ci<"ll1 sources, Pigure 22, 23 and 24 compare the performance of 
forward only and forward-backward smoothing for MUSIC, Min-Norm and ESPRIT, 
respectively. They verify our conclusion in Lemma. Vl.1. 
Vl.6 SUMMARY 
A unified a1l;-1l.\·sis ol' different subspace-based DOA estimation algorithms 
irnplenie11tecl oil spat iall,v stlloothecl data was presented in this chapter. The forward 
only spatial smoot 11i11g scl1c1n(' is studied first. The analysis was then extended to 
forwarcl-ba.ckwa.rd spatial s111oothing scheme. Important insights into the effect of 
spatial s111oot.hit1g Oil 1 he perl'orrnance of DOA estimation algorithms was provided. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
\A/e have preseutccl a unified performance analysis of DOA estimation algo-
rithms using physical parameters. These algorithms include MUSIC, Min-Norm, 
and Subsp<1cc Hot.;tl iu11. Tlw a11;-dysis is applicable to these algorithms implemented 
on element sp<H·c. lw<1111 spuce, forward-backward averaged and spatially smoothed 
data. Tlieoret.ical cxprcssio11s for the estimation error are obtained by linking the 
statistical fluctuat io11s oft lwsc quantities with singular vectors of signal and orthog-
onal subspaces. and tlw11 i11 turn with the DOA estimates themselves. Major results 
include the follo\\'i ng 
• provide u11ifi('d <'Xprcssions for statistics of DOA estimation of subspace-based 
a.lgorit.l1llls i111plc111<'111<'cl on different data. structures. 
• express all t lie.-.;\ ;it ist ics in terms of signal, noise and array characters (physical 
pa.rarneters) 011 ly. 'f lw relations that were previously masked by complex 
algebra aff' rcw'<1 lcd. 
• Draw and pron· s<'V('ral important results from our simple formulas. 
Simulation results \\"('}<' pr('sc11tecl to demonstrate the validity of MSE expressions. 
In all the sinllllat.io11 <'Xa111ples, there was excellent agreement between the predicted 
and simulated DOA esti1mtt.ion errors. 
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We first define a L independent of W thus irrelevant to the algorithms 
- H 
L =Us A (171) 
and get 
I.,-I = RsA HUs:E; 1 . (172) 
Notice u1.: is Lhe /,:-th column of L, we now define 
ek = ( 0 · · · 0 1 0 · · · 0 ) H 
in whicl1 cmlv tltc /,·-th ele111c11L is l so we have 
,1i,. = Vs:E; 1WLek = Vs:E; 1Lek (173) 
substitute ( l 71) into ( t 7:)) to obtain 
h = V,:E.~ 1 U~1 Aek = Vs:E; 1 U~a(Bk)· (174) 
Notice V1c is tlie k-t.11 row ol' L- 1 , we can express a~ as 
If - C.eHL-1w-1ud(u11-1_u1)uH n k I. k s o"'k o o 
eHt- 1ud(ul>.- 1 - Ul)UH ,, s 0 k 0 0 • (175) 
Using L = \V- 1L. (!18) becomes 
A= UJ, or A 1 = U 1L s 
hence 
Ait = r,-1u;t. (176) 
If we further clefi11<' 11 arnl l' as the first L - 1 and last L -1 columns, respectively, 
of the L x /, idc11tit\· 111<1trix l 
(u 1,,- 1 -U 1)U 11 = (1 1,\- 1 -ll)U.UH = (11>.- 1 -l1)n (177) u /,· u tJ J..· u o k o 
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where n 0 = U,,U[,1 is t.he projection ma.trix of orthogonal-subspace. Using (176) 
and (177), ( 17.'J) IH·co11ws 
.II - c HA it (IT I -1 Il)" C\k - kek /'k - >l"o· (178) 
Since we need preserve only ~~-th row of the A 1 t (IT >.;1 - 11 )n0 to calculate af, so 
we can rewrite (177) as 
n[1 = C1ce{.'(D- 1Adir -AdI1)n0 = (Arf1r - Ad11)n0 • (179) 
We now post-rnultiplvi11g (A'til -AltII) by A 
(A'tI'-A1tI1)A=(AifA 1 -AifA1)=(1-1)=0. (180) 
J. J. 
(180) sho\\'s th<-1! (A' 1 11 - Al 1 II) is orthogonal to A, or is already in n 0 , we can 
drop no fro111 (l/; 
n{.1 = C\er A 1 t (11 >.; 1 - 11) 
or 
n{.1 = C1cer(Art1r -Ad11). 
Further, since 
C'i,. e f .1 A 1 1 ( I 1 ,\;. 1 - I 1 ) a (1 ) (th ) 




/') 2~<1 • 0 :zc. ---x;- si11 1k 
I 
I I. -I ):2rrd . 
( , - I )r·.i "" smOk 
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rl 2{d sin() 
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( L-2 )2rrd sin Dk 
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ef Ad a(Ok) 1 1 






1 iaknoa(ll( Ok)l 12 
where 0.1, - 11 ~'.~ 11 . Tlw expression of mean-squared error is 
ll!h 112 a; 









where in t lie first. t,(·1·111 
[ Jm.({3~BkNiBak )] 2 
liffBkN1jBak - al/NFBfJFBk )2 
( ') . 
-J 
l H H H 
2:BFBkN FBo:kak NFBfJFBk 
l H H 2 Re( ak N FBf3FBkO:k NFBfJFBk) 
L'[ Im (;3~8 N1,8 ak)] 2 
l -H H H )(3 -.;J1FB1.-E(NFBakak NFB FBk 
~ !?e[o[1 E(N FBfJFBkaf N FB)fJFBk] 
f '(NH HN ) '.i f'BGkOk FB 





E(NH akaf JN*) l 
E(NTJakal/JN*) 





the non-diago11al t.erms equal to zero because of circular property of N. The first 
term of ( 181) becomes 




Unlike the case of forward-only formulation, the second term in (187) is not zero. 
To calculate this t<:>rrn we first rewrite /3rak as 
j n [ R-1 s R-1 n-L+ls*] [f3H f3H l 




f3Fk ) /~[(N JN*) . at (N JN*)] 
flak 
H(NfJnarN + JN*f3akafN 
NBnaf JN*+ JN*f3Bkaf JN*) (190) 
J.;(JN*fia1.:o{!N Nf-?FkatJN*) (191) 
frorn ( 190) to ( I l) I ) 11'e llsccl the ci rcu tar property of N again. Now we first look at 
the i,j-th entry of tlie rnatrix product E(JN*f3akafN) 
E( JN* /1B1.:af N);,.i 
~I L 
E[ L n L-i+1 (m )* f3Bk(m, lHL ak(l)*n1(j)] 
t11=l i=l 
.\/ /, 
L L ,1ak( rn )ak( l)* E[nL-i+1 (m )*n1(j)] 
111=1 i=I 
\/ I. 
L L .1ak(m)eik(l)*a2b(L - i + 1 - l,j - m) 
,,,=J l=l 
a 2 '1HJ,(.i)ak(L - i + l)* (192) 
where the indic('S i11 sllllsnipt <111d pare11t.ltesis of noise element n in N are the indices 
of the column and the row in N. Now we obtain 




[/-1 HI• ( 1 ) , · · · , f-3 Bk ( 1'1) , fi Fk ( 1 ) , · · · , fi Fk ( M)] 
(j~Jctic(PBk PFk) 
so that 
notice th21L l"ro111 ( lKqj 
r 1n,JHJ, 
o~ E[NFa,Lha~NFa]fik 
2 fl ( a ) a
11
(cr1, Jnk)(!3~k f'Jk) fJFk 
fiBk 
:21J~(o~ JojJ(fi~kf-3Bk) 
[RI'k ·s*sTnL-l RI'kl( k, k) 





Because we are only interested in k, A'-th element of [RI'k*R*DL- 1RrkJ, so DL-l 
can be substituted h\· ::f:- 1 
T .i f'I;. i H ~· ::[·- 1 [RI'k *R *RI'k]( k, k) 
der ::f-1[RI'k](k, k). (196) 
Now equation ( 181) can be expressed as 
J·:'(D.fh) 2 = 1)~!;~~112 [RI'k + 2Re(<i>kRI'k)](k, k) (197) 
- f h· 
or using (79) 
where we clefirw 
E(!'J.fh)2 = o-~[R.Pk + 2Re(</>kR.Pk)](k, k) 
2[a(ll(Ok)H n0 Wn 0 a{ll(8k)l 
<i>k = -zf-1 (ett1Jetj.) 
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Starting form ( 1.5.S ), we first rewrite /3{! as: 
;3[.I = ekR;} [S DS ... DL-Q SJ (200) 
and 
d[IN 11 = e1;R~ 1 [S DS ... DL-QS] [N1 N2 ... NL-Q+i]H. (201) 
Notice that we can reorder tlie above multiplication so that it becomes a summation 
of product of signal and noise from different snapshot. 
M 
L-Q H _ ~- .-H [S DS ... D S]N - L.,SFiNFi (202) 
i=l 
where ca.ch SVi <wd Nr 1 ar<' s!lloothccl signal and noise matrix from the ith snapshot. 
-S def [ D DL-Q J Fi = S; S; . . . Si 
S; = [.':'1,i S2,i · · · Sp,i]T 
and 
n1,i n2,i nL-Q+I,i 
N. ·".J 
(1 -
llQ,i llQ+l,i 1l.L,i 
The first term in ( l :)!) ) c;111 now be written as 
~I At 
E[e,,R;/ L(Sp;N;;)akaf 2=(NFis;JRj;!ef]. (203) 
i=l i=l 
Take tlie exp<'ct.a.tio11 ,,·itl1 respect to noise and use the snapshot independency 
propert.y of sig11;il d11d 11ois<'. the above expression becomes 
( 
.'1 M ) , - -If H - -H 
1~ L. Sp;Np; O'J;O'k 2=Sp;NFi 
1=1 i=l 
:\I 
~ , (- -H H- -H) L.tl" Sp;NF;akakNFiSp;. (204) 
1=1 
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Similar to the derivation in [.s:3], [17] 
, -!-! H- 2 H 
I~ [N akak NJ = O"nBB (205) 
where 
O'k1 O'k2 . . . O'kQ 
BL-Q+lxL = 
O'/.:] O'k2 O'.kQ 0 
0 
O'.k1 O'.k2... O'.kQ 
So 
Al 
1~· (sN 11 ok0i,1NsH) = 0"~2.::SiBBHsiH ~f O";Rw (206) 
i=l 
where we deh1l<' tll<' 11.righlul signa.I correlation matrix Rw. The weighting matrix 
is only a fun ct icrn of t lie array manifold A (Since ak is only a function of A). Now 
we have the Ill<'<-111-~qu2ned error: 
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Ex pen cl i ug 
E[S'(,8[IN~8 ak)] 2 (208) 
_ 1 1' fl H 2 l ;' , H H . .' H H ) 1 H H f3 ) ( ) - 2 E(13k N FHnd - 4 L(;-Jk N Fao:k/3k N Facxk -4 E( ak NFaf3kak Npa k . 209 
Using the result of section VI.2.2, we have 
j~[s N'' HN sH J :, FH p130'kO'k FB FB 
Al ( (}2 -II L(Sr,, 01-Ls*. BBH 
1=! Fi) 
0 ) ( 
-H ) 0 SFi 
B*BT s;ioL-1 
R + 0 1-1.Rx oL-1 def R 11· \\' = WFB· (210) 
The first term in (2Crn) lwcollles 
·) 
O';,R_ 1 R R- 1 
2 
sFB \VFB sFB· (211) 
Now we derive second ;rnd tl1ird terms (they are conjugate). Rewrite 
kl 
H H '\""" H-H 
13k NFB = L.,/3kiNiFB 
i=l 
, -II 
where a[; and N;,, H i\I"<' tll<' ith snapshot term: 
d1' = R-1 [-s . o1-L-s* ·l ~r [/3H /3H l k1 e~. sFB Fi Fi ki,l ki,2 
-H clef - -* 
Nil R = [Np; JNp;]. 
Remember t lie 11oise ;-m' inclcpenclPnt form snapshot to snapshot. Taking the expec-
tation, we ca11 eli111i11;-tl(' tli(' cross term from third term in (209) 
M 
F( n{'N rH•°hnf.' N ra(h) = EL af NiFBf3k;af NiFBf3ki· (212) 
i=l 
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The middle part or the <1bo,·e expression can be further expended as 
1-'[N •J HN l -~ iF'B/JkiOk iFB 
- -* ( f3ki,1 ) H -
E(NFi JN p;) ak (NF; 
/3ki,2 
JN~J 
' -* H- - H -* 
f,,(JN;/3ki,2ok Ni N;/3ki,1ak JN;). (213) 
So equation (212) becomes 
,\I 
·~ 11- . H- . L L n 1. N,1·H h,n1: N,ra/h, 
i=l 
"' ~ · II -. H- H- H -* L L(o1. JNr,·h1.2a1c Np;/hi,1 + o:k NFif3k;,1ak JNF;/3k;,2) (214) 
i=I 
.\/ 
~ I -. II . T *-H -
L(d1.i.2B B hi.I+ 11ki.IB B Pki,2) 
i=l 
.\/ 
-I • ~ - /,-1-* J-1-H -* *-H L-1-T -1 H 
ei.R,.1.H L(S1:1D B B Sr;+ Sp;B B D SF;)RsFBeK 
i=I 
-l *- -1 
RsFH R11THR,raU, /..~) (215) 
where 
.\/ 
R · · 'g/ ~ -s ~·nL-l B*Bu-s11 + -s* .B*BHnL-1sr. 
\\· l·H L l-1 Fi Fi Fi· (216) 
1=1 
This is a J.l'ei.r;htrd srn11T('s correlation matrix because of the forward-backward spa-
ti al srnoot hi ng. Let 
CIJ.Q O'kQ-1 Ok1 
Bi.-Q+1x1. 
O:kQ O'kQ-1 O'.k1 0 
ll 
OkQ O'.kQ-1 · · · O'.kl 
(LlZ) 
L 11 
